1 INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

In order to achieve the elimination of negative effects on the environment, the European Union is determined to gradually build a sustainable and decarbonized energy system. This results in various accepted commitments to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and efforts to green transport. Solutions must be comprehensive and focused on passenger and freight transport, individual and public transport. A special area is the improvement of the quality of the environment in cities, which can be contributed to a certain extent by ecological buses and increasing their number and share in cities. This can be achieved through various policy initiatives, including measures that support increased use of public passenger transport and the use of public procurement to support ecological vehicles. Many papers deal with the investigation of, for example, the deployment of electric buses or buses with other alternative fuels and their contribution to reducing the impacts of bus traffic on specific lines of public passenger transport, especially on-air quality such as e.g. [1, 2]. The authors of the paper [3] dealt with a similar issue of renewing diesel-powered buses for new electric-powered buses, from the point of view of sustainable public transport and reducing CO₂ emissions. The procurement prices of vehicles with alternative propulsion are currently higher than vehicles with standard conventional propulsion. The cost aspect can be an obstacle in the renewal of the vehicle fleet [4], therefore the authors of the study [5] focused on the assessment of the investment in electric buses or, in the second alternative, the investment in electric buses in combination with buses using CNG as a source of propulsion. The aim of the paper [6] is to carry out an analysis of the feasibility, consequences and costs of a project to modernize bus mass transport in Milan, where the fleet should consist of 1,150 electric buses by 2030. The results of a life cycle assessment study of the electrification of public bus transport in the context of a sustainable urban development strategy [7] showed that increasing the share of electric buses in urban environments can be very beneficial for human health and climate change, if the electricity used to drive electric buses is produced from a sufficient number of low-emission and emission-free energy sources. Renewal of the vehicle fleet of urban public transport brings positive impacts on air quality in cities, which is confirmed by contribution [8], therefore it is also crucial from the point of view of cities to clearly support these activities. The results of a study from Brazil [9] confirm that the renewal of the vehicle fleet is necessary to fulfill societal environmental goals, and the authors also proposed a method for evaluating the ecological efficiency of public bus transport. Electrification of bus fleets is expected to grow in most cities due to its significant environmental benefits. These advantages include lower traffic noise, which can be achieved by using a greater number of electric vehicles [10]. Certain restrictions may occur in connection with the procurement and operation of electric buses, therefore the authors of the article [11] focused on planning the operation of these buses with regard to the charging infrastructure and the need for charging while minimizing operating costs, and planning the operation of vehicles from the point of view of the application of social legislation is certainly important in road transport [12]. Contributions that examine the need for an electrical system for recharging the batteries of electric buses are specific if they were to be deployed in urban public transport [13]. The authors of the paper [14] paid special attention to compressed natural gas (CNG) buses and their comparison with conventional diesel-powered buses, which have a dominant share in countries such as Serbia. Currently, diesel with a certain proportion of bio-component is also used, and the study [15] provides a comprehensive overview of the measurement of the effects of different bio-diesel mixtures on the characteristics of exhaust emissions of city buses in real operating conditions, while the preparation of the fuel mixture of a conventional internal combustion engine is very important from the point of view of emission production [16]. The ecologization of vehicle fleets of carriers that provide urban or suburban bus transport will have to be the subject of contracts for services in the public interest, and in public procurement, it will also be necessary to take into account the cost aspect related to the operation of...
vehicles using alternative types of propulsion [17]. A similar issue is addressed in contributions where the authors focused on investigating whether passengers are willing to pay extra for their fares if ecological buses were used in urban public transport [18] and also by examining the competitiveness of public passenger transport before the crisis caused by the Covid-19 pandemic [19]. Preference for buses in traffic can also help to increase the public’s interest in urban bus transport, for example by using dynamic control at intersections, which can also lead to lower emissions [20]. Closely related to this is the achievement of lower travel time, which is very important for passengers, and this issue was examined by the authors in the paper [21]. It is therefore necessary to build attractive public transport on busy sections, as this can bring considerable benefits from the point of view of road traffic and emissions [22]. Many contributions, such as [23, 24, 25], are aimed at investigating the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on public transport, urban transport and the consequences for road transport, with a focus on emission production and fuel consumption [26]. In connection with the Covid-19 pandemic, the authors of the study [27] focused on ways to improve ventilation in public transport buses.

The target of the research and the specificity in relation to the articles analyzed in the literature review is to examine the development and current status of bus renewal in selected countries with regard to EU legislation and obligations to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and also with regard to efforts to green transport. An important area is improving the quality of the environment in cities, to which ecological buses can contribute to a certain extent and increasing their number and share in cities and regions, which the authors deal with in the paper.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

The authors of this paper conducted the research according to the following steps, where the course of the research itself is described:

Step 1: Analysis of EU legislation in relation to the required shares of ecological buses.

Step 2: Examination new bus registrations in Europe, the share of ecological buses and the factors influencing their share.

Step 3: Examination the number and share of ecological buses in selected states over a longer period of time.

Step 4: Expression of the average growth rate of the number of ecological buses in selected states.

Step 5: Examination of requirements, technical and operational standards of buses in public procurement.

2.1 Scope of the EU Directive 2019/1161 on the promotion of ecological and energy-efficient road transport vehicles

EU Directive 2019/1161 on the promotion of green and energy-efficient road transport vehicles requires member states to ensure that contracting authorities and procurement entities take into account energy and environmental impacts during the vehicle’s lifetime, including energy consumption and CO2 emissions, when procuring certain road transport vehicles and certain pollutants in order to promote and stimulate the market for green and energy-efficient vehicles and to improve the contribution of the transport sector to the Union’s environment, climate and energy policies [28].

EU Directive 2019/1161 applies to procurement through:

- contracts for the purchase, leasing, rental or instalment purchase of road transport vehicles entered by public contracting authorities or procurement entities, as long as they are subject to the obligation to apply the procurement procedures specified in EU directives 2014/24 and 2014/25. Under the conditions of the Slovak Republic, these should be above-limit orders entered by public contracting authorities and contracting authorities, the subject of which is the purchase, leasing, instalment purchase or rental of a vehicle, which is covered by the EU Directive 2019/1161,

- contracts for services in the public interest in the sense of the regulation of the European Parliament and the Council (EC) no. 1370/2007, the subject of which is the provision of passenger road transport services by vehicle, which is covered by EU Directive 2019/1161 and the average annual value of the service, or its range expressed by the number of kilometres driven per year exceeds the value of 1,000,000 € or 300,000 km [29],

- service contracts set out in Table 1, if public contracting authorities or procurement entities are subject to the obligation to apply the procurement procedures specified in EU directives 2014/24 and 2014/25. In the conditions of the Slovak Republic, these should be over-limit orders entered by public contracting authorities and contracting authorities, the subject of which is the service listed in Table 1, if it is provided using a vehicle covered by EU Directive 2019/1161 [28].

Table 1. Services subject to EU Directive 2019/1161

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Services subject to EU Directive 2019/1161</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public road transport services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irregular passenger transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Road transport of postal items</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal road transport services for special purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste collection services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport of parcels</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2 Ecological vehicle

EU Directive 2019/1161 states for each member state of the European Union what the minimum percentage shares of ecological vehicles should be in the total number of road transport vehicles included in the summary of all contracts subject to the given European Union directive. When procuring vehicles that are subject to the scope of the mentioned directive and trying to meet the minimum percentage shares of ecological vehicles in the total number of vehicles, it is important to comply with the conditions of the definition of an ecological vehicle according to this specific directive. By means of these legislative measures, there is an effort to increase the market share of ecological vehicles, possibly also vehicles for which the concept of heavy vehicles with zero emissions is used. The characteristics of vehicles that are considered ecological vehicles, or heavy vehicles with zero emissions, are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Ecological vehicles and heavy vehicles with zero emissions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>until 31.12.2025</th>
<th>from 1.1.2026</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ecological light commercial vehicle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>CO₂ g/km: max. 50</td>
<td>CO₂ g/km: 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>PM a NOₓ from emission limits Euro 5 and Euro 6: 80%</td>
<td>PM a NOₓ from emission limits Euro 5 and Euro 6: does not apply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ecological heavy commercial vehicle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>using alternative fuels: electricity, hydrogen, biofuels (from biomass), synthetic and paraffinic fuels, natural gas (CNG and LNG), liquefied petroleum gas (LPG)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heavy commercial vehicle with zero emissions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>using alternative fuels and emits less than 1 g CO₂/kWh or emits less than 1 g CO₂/km</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Processed based on [28]

Alternative fuels are fuels or energy sources that serve, at least in part, as a substitute for fossil petroleum sources in energy supplies for transportation and that have the potential to contribute to the elimination of carbon emissions and improve the environmental characteristics of the transportation sector. Vehicles of categories N2, N3, and M3 using alternative fuels can be considered an ecological vehicle. Vehicles of categories M1, M2 and N1 must meet the limit shown in table 2, otherwise the vehicle cannot be considered ecological.

When focusing on the category of M3 vehicles, it is possible to state with regard to the currently available vehicles on the market that buses using alternative fuels, electricity and compressed or liquefied natural gas, or liquefied petroleum gas, are used as ecological vehicles in bus transport.

2.3 Required shares of ecological vehicles

It is the duty of the member states of the European Union to ensure that the required minimum target values for the procurement of ecological vehicles are observed when procuring vehicles and services subject to the scope of EU Directive 2019/1161. These percentages are listed separately for each member state of the European Union and depending on the reference period. There are two reference periods, the first is the period from 2 August 2021 to 31 December 2025. The second reference period is the period from 1 January 2026 to 31 December 2030. In the event that new target values are not adopted for the period after 1 January 2030, the target values set for the second reference period will continue to apply in the following five-year periods.

The set minimum procurement target values for the share of light commercial vehicles are identical for the first and second reference periods. For trucks of categories N2 and N3 and buses of category M3, there are differences between the reference periods in the minimum required values for ecological vehicles. In the second reference period, a higher share of ecological buses is required compared to the first. In the case of buses, these percentage shares are much higher compared to trucks, in the second reference period the shares are in most cases over 50%. This creates a requirement that half, or even more, of the buses be so-called ecological and also in this way the quality of public passenger transport and the quality of the environment in cities increased. It is also important to note that half of the minimum target value of the share of ecological buses must be met through the procurement of zero-emission buses, as defined by the term "zero-emission heavy commercial vehicle".

The date of conclusion of the contract is decisive for the calculation of the minimum share for the reference period [30].
The required minimum shares of ecological vehicles in the Slovak Republic that are subject to the scope of EU Directive 2019/1161 are listed in Table 3.

Table 3. Minimum procurement target values for the share of ecological vehicles in Slovakia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>From August 2, 2021 to December 31, 2025</th>
<th>From January 1, 2026 to December 31, 2030</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1, M2, N1</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2 and N3</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Processed based on [30]

The minimum procurement target values for the share of ecological vehicles in the Slovak Republic specified in the Act on the Support of Ecological Road Transport Vehicles are completely identical to the values specified for the Slovak Republic in Directive 2019/1161, even if it would be possible to have higher percentage values in the Slovak legislation and require a higher share of ecological vehicles.

In some member states of the European Union, compared to Slovakia, the required procurement target values for the share of ecological vehicles are higher. In fig. 1, specific minimum required values for vehicle category M3 according to EU Directive 2019/1161 for each member state are given. The figure also shows data for the United Kingdom. It is clear from the data that higher percentages of ecological vehicles will be required especially in the countries of Western and Northern Europe, since in these countries there is already much more use of vehicles with an alternative type of drive or vehicles that meet the conditions of the definition of an ecological vehicle, since these countries they consider the topic of ecology and the environment to be very important. In the category of M3 vehicles, these shares are much higher, in the first reference period it is in most cases at the level of 41% to 45%, and in the second reference period it is a value from 59% higher, in most cases up to 65%. In this way, the operation of public bus transport, especially with ecological vehicles, will be ensured.

On the contrary, there are also states for which minimum target procurement values for the share of ecological vehicles are set to a certain extent. This mainly concerns the Baltic states, the V4 states and the states of the Balkans and South-Eastern Europe. According to the EU directive 2019/1161, the specified required values are only minimum, and each state can commit to higher values through its own legislation. The Slovak Republic is also among the states where the required target value for the procurement of ecological vehicles is lower compared to the states of Western and Northern Europe. As the UK was until recently a member state of the European Union, minimum procurement targets for the share of green vehicles were also set, the same as for most Western European countries.

![Fig. 1 Minimum procurement target values for the share of ecological vehicles in the EU member states in the M3 vehicle category [authors based on [28]]](image)

The procedure for awarding a contract for services in the public interest in passenger transport in the Slovak Republic, in which the call for tender proposals was sent for publication by August 1, 2021, will be completed according to the regulations effective until August 1, 2021 [30]. This means that in such cases it is not necessary to comply with the required minimum shares of ecological vehicles within the framework of the fulfilment of contracts for services in the public interest.
2.4 Transposition of the EU Directive 2019/1161 on the support of ecological and energy-efficient road transport vehicles in EU countries

EU member states should bring into force the laws, other legal regulations and administrative measures necessary to comply with Directive 2019/1161 on the promotion of ecological and energy-efficient road transport vehicles in EU states by August 2, 2021 and inform the European Commission thereof without delay.

As of 25/03/2022, an analysis was carried out, the aim of which was to find out how the EU member states transposed EU Directive 2019/1161 on the promotion of ecological and energy-efficient road transport vehicles into their national legal systems. In order to find the measures taken by EU member states to transpose the directive into national law, an extended search using EUR-Lex was used [31].

According to published data as of 25/03/2022, EU Directive 2019/1161 with celex number of the legal act 32019L1161 was transposed into national law by 21 states: Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Greece, Netherlands, Croatia, Ireland, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Germany, Poland, Portugal, Austria, Romania, Slovenia, Slovakia, Spain, and Italy [32].

On the contrary, some states have not yet fulfilled this obligation and have not transposed EU Directive 2019/1161 into national law. Specifically, it concerns 6 countries: Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Hungary, and Sweden.

The Slovak Republic is among the states that have already transposed the directive into their national law through Act 214/2021 Coll. on the support of ecological road transport vehicles from May 4, 2021, which entered into force on August 2, 2021.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Registration of new buses

The target of the EU, but also of all states, should be to eliminate the negative impacts of human activities on the environment. One of these areas is road transport and the environment in cities and towns. In addition to the use of alternative propulsions in individual car transport, attention must also be paid to public passenger transport as a tool for improving the environment. One of the good solutions is to eliminate vehicles with a conventional type of propulsion in cities, make public passenger transport more attractive and use buses with an alternative type of propulsion. When examining the total share of buses with an alternative propulsion in individual European states for 2020, it can be seen that the highest share is in Sweden and the Netherlands (26.6% and 20.8%). The effort is to increase the total number of buses with an alternative type of propulsion, and this is also possible through legislative measures. An important factor is certainly the state's support for the purchase of these vehicles and their various benefits, but the standard of living and people's attitude towards the environment is also an important factor. Fig. 2 shows the share of buses with an alternative type of propulsion in Europe in 2020 [33]. Also, in this figure, the value of GDP per capita is recalculated for individual states. Knowing the shares of buses with alternative propulsion in European countries and the calculated GDP per inhabitant, the interrelationship between selected indicators was investigated through correlation analysis and correlation coefficient calculation:

\[ r = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(x_i - \bar{x})(y_i - \bar{y})}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(x_i - \bar{x})^2} \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(y_i - \bar{y})^2}} = 0,3030 \Rightarrow \text{moderate degree of binding (1)} \]

where:
- \( r \) – correlation coefficient,
- \( x_i \) – share of buses with alternative propulsion in individual European countries,
- \( \bar{x} \) – the average value of the share of buses with alternative propulsion in European countries,
- \( y_i \) – GDP per inhabitant in individual European countries,
- \( \bar{y} \) – the average value of GDP per inhabitant in the European countries.

Based on the calculation of the correlation coefficient, it follows that there is a certain dependence between the share of buses with alternative propulsion and GDP, namely a moderate degree of connection. Therefore, it is possible to claim that, in addition to the level of development of the states, other factors influence the decision to procure an ecological bus, which can be, for example, the availability of gas stations, legislative restrictions, subsidies, discounts, benefits for ecological vehicles and, last but not least, the company's approach to the topic of environmental protection.
In the paper, the authors mainly focus on M3 category buses. Category M3 vehicles are motor vehicles with more than eight seats in addition to the driver's seat, with a maximum mass exceeding 5 tonnes, regardless of whether these motor vehicles have an area for standing passengers [34, 35].

From the available data on registered vehicles as of April 12, 2022, it is possible to obtain information on M3 category buses, according to the year of registration. The data is divided according to the number of registered buses in a given year, of which the number of registrations of new buses and buses with an alternative type of propulsion, i.e. ecological vehicles using electricity, CNG or LNG as a source of propulsion, is also listed. It can be seen that dozens of ecological buses were registered in the Slovak Republic during the observed period, but it is not possible to claim that there is an increasing trend in the share of ecological buses from new registered buses. In some self-governing regions, such as Bratislava, Nitra, Banská Bystrica and Košice, public procurements for carriers providing services in the public interest were carried out in 2020 and 2021, and there were no requirements for the use of vehicles with an alternative type of propulsion in the technical and operational standards. In practice, these contracts are usually valid for 10 years.

Fig. 3 also shows the cumulative total of registrations of ecological buses in the period 2009-2021, on the basis of which it is also possible to calculate the average growth rate of this number of ecological buses through the following relationship:

\[
\bar{k}_t = \frac{n-1}{\sqrt{\frac{y_n}{y_1}}} = \frac{13-1}{\sqrt{\frac{51}{288}}} = 1,1551 \Rightarrow 15.51\%
\]

where:
- \(\bar{k}_t\) – average growth rate [-]
- \(y_n\) – the last value of the cumulative sum of the registrations of ecological buses [-]
- \(y_1\) – the first value of the cumulative sum of the registrations of ecological buses [-]
- \(n\) – the number of periods examined [-]

The calculation shows that the average growth rate of the number of ecological buses in the monitored period in the years 2009-2021 reaches a value of 1.1551. This means that, on average, the number of ecological buses increased by 15.51% in the given period.
In the Czech Republic, the situation in this area is slightly different, although from 2015 to 2021, the number of ecological buses increased by tens to hundreds every year. Compared to the Slovak Republic, there was also a higher share of ecological buses among the newly registered buses, but there is also no visible growing trend in the share of ecological buses. The average growth rate of the number of ecological buses was also calculated for the Czech Republic:

$$k_t = \frac{n-1}{\sqrt{y_n}} = \frac{13-1}{\sqrt{\frac{1907}{24}}} = 1.4399 \Rightarrow 43.99\%$$

where:
- $k_t$ – average growth rate [\%]
- $y_n$ – the last value of the cumulative sum of the registrations of ecological buses [\%]
- $y_1$ – the first value of the cumulative sum of the registrations of ecological buses [\%]
- $n$ – the number of periods examined [\%]

Due to the calculation and comparison of the average growth rate of the number of ecological buses, it can be seen that in the same period there is a higher growth rate in the Czech Republic, since on average the number of ecological buses increased by 43.99% year-on-year in the given period.

When examining in more detail the number of M3 category bus registrations in the Slovak Republic, broken down by region, it can be seen in Fig. 5 that over the past 4 years, ecological buses have been procured mainly in the Banská Bystrica region, the Žilina region and the Bratislava region. This is mainly due to the fact that in the city of Banská Bystrica, public transport operations are also provided by CNG-powered vehicles, and the Transport Company of the city of Žilina also procured a certain number of ecological buses, either with hybrid or electric drive, during the renewal of the vehicle fleet. In other regions, ecological buses were not registered or only a very small number. It is, therefore, possible to assume that thanks to the new law on the support of ecological vehicles, the number and total share of ecological buses in Slovakia will increase in the future.
### 3.2 Technical and operational standards of buses

Achieving a higher number and share of ecological and low-emission buses within urban and suburban bus transport is also possible through the establishment of technical and operational standards. These standards are usually part of public procurement for carriers providing services in the public interest. In the technical and operational standards, it is possible to determine the required type of propulsion and the possible share of the use of vehicles with an alternative type of propulsion.

Until the entry into force of the EU Directive 2019/1161 on the promotion of ecological and energy-efficient road transport vehicles in the EU states and national regulations, public procurers and carriers were not forced to procure ecological vehicles with an alternative type of propulsion. As part of the technical and operational standards, there were, therefore, no conditions for the use of vehicles with alternative propulsion, such as in the Košice self-governing region, where public procurement required that the average age of vehicles not exceed 9 years, the age of no vehicle may exceed 14 years, at least 20% of vehicles may not exceed 5 years of age, and all vehicles must be equipped with a relief brake. The requirements for vehicle propulsion and the use of alternative fuels have not been determined [36].

Similarly, in the case of public procurement for the provision of transport services in the public interest in the territory of the Banská Bystrica region, a condition was established that the maximum age of vehicles should not exceed 10 years, and vehicles must also meet the requirements of the Euro VI emission standard and above. The requirements for vehicle propulsion and use of alternative fuels have not been determined [37].

However, there are also examples when even before the directive and the law on the support of ecological vehicles came into effect, the public procurement authority decided to require the carrier to use ecological vehicles. It goes, for example, o the city of Banská Bystrica, where the public contracting authority, when announcing a public tender for a trolleybus and bus operator, established within the quality criteria that the share of ecological buses within public transport must be at least 40% [38]. Also similarly, e.g. the Transport Company of the city of Žilina also renewed its vehicle fleet using ecological vehicles, as new trolleybuses, buses using hybrid propulsion and electric propulsion became part of it. This fact was analyzed by the authors [8], where they confirmed that the renewal of the vehicle fleet of urban public transport brings positive effects on air quality in cities.

Although there is a higher number and share of ecological vehicles in bus transport in the Czech Republic compared to the Slovak Republic, public procurement authorities did not require buses with alternative propulsion. For example, in the Vysočina region, where bids were submitted until 16 July 2021, the annex to the technical and operational standards stated the condition that the carrier may use vehicles with a conventional or alternative propulsion engine and must meet the emission limits of the Euro VI standard, or stricter if they are in the course of performance of the contract established. The requirements for vehicle propulsion and use of alternative fuels have not been determined [39].

In the region Stredočeský, tenders should be issued in the course of 2022, and the validity of the contracts will be 10 years in the case of carriers using diesel-propulsion buses and 15 years for zero-emission, i.e. electric or hydrogen-propulsion buses. In the future, the share of emission-free vehicles should increase in the region. Currently, there are approximately 1,260 public transport buses in operation in the region, and from 2025, 50% to 60% of them should be emission-free [40].

In some public procurements, even in the Czech Republic, there are requirements for the use of ecological buses, such as in the city of Prostějov. Until July 8, 2022, carriers can submit offers to ensure the transport service of the city of Prostějov by bus transport in the years 2024 - 2033. The carrier implements urban transport in accordance with the valid technical and operational standards of the Integrated Transport System of the Olomouc Region, namely "standard C" and it must transport of public transport buses, which ensure the transport part of the entire transport performance in the zone with public transport operations (lines 1, 11, 41, 51, 61). All vehicles according to this standard must be low-floor and must be alternative CNG propulsion [41].

The most frequently requested technical and operational standards, which were found in the analyzed public procurements for operators of suburban or urban bus transport in the Slovak Republic or the Czech Republic, are listed in Table 4.

| Average age of vehicles, e.g. 9 years | The highest age of vehicles, e.g. 14 years |
| Brake system - relief brake | Emission standard - Euro VI |
| Propulsion – conventional or alternative propulsion | A certain share of ecological vehicles |
| Low-floor buses | |

In contrast to the presented cases, the authors present different cases from France, as the best- or worst-case examples for the considered region to learn from. The city of Paris, for example, decided that by 2025, only buses without a diesel engine using diesel as a source of propulsion should provide bus transport in the city. The transport company of the city of Paris signed framework contracts with a total of five electric bus manufacturers for the supply of new vehicles worth 825 million €. The aim of
this step is to achieve emission-free bus transport in the city. Contracts with bus manufacturers Bluebus/Bolloré, Irizar, Iveco, MAN and Solaris were concluded for the delivery of almost 450 new vehicles in 2022 and 2023 [42]. The French city of Montpellier also decided to renew its fleet in a similar way, but cancelled the order for 51 hydrogen-powered buses. According to the city's calculations, the operating costs of hydrogen-powered buses would be six times higher than operating electric buses, since operating hydrogen-powered buses would cost 3 million € per year compared to 500,000 € for electric buses - or in unit terms, the operating costs of a hydrogen-powered bus are 0.95€/km and the operating costs of an electric-powered bus are 0.15€/km. The city administration states that hydrogen-powered buses are 150,000 € to 200,000 € more expensive than electric-powered buses. For this reason, the city of Montpellier is currently withdrawing from the purchase of hydrogen-powered buses and will reassess its position in the future, depending on hydrogen prices and bus operating costs. It is also important to note that China is currently the world leader in electric buses. There are already more than 500,000 electric buses in this country [43].

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The importance of renewing the vehicle fleets of urban or suburban bus transport operators is indisputable from an ecological point of view. Vehicles with an alternative type of propulsion should reduce the negative effects of road traffic on the environment. The paper analyzed the share of ecological buses in European countries and, in more detail, the number of registrations of buses and ecological buses in Slovakia and the Czech Republic. Currently, the share of new registrations of ecological buses in Slovakia is low, and the same was the case during the period under review. In the Czech Republic, this situation is slightly better, also based on the higher growth rate of the number of ecological buses. Since there can be various obstacles for carriers that discourage the purchase of ecological buses, there are initiatives and instruments through which states, or the European Union, stimulate the purchase of ecological vehicles and in this way contribute to the protection of the environment. The paper focused on the EU directive 2019/1161, the aim of which is to increase the share of ecological buses through the specified percentages of ecological buses procured under the contracts to which it applies. Therefore, even in contracts for public services, or already in public procurement, there are conditions in the technical and operational standards, thanks to which it is possible to require the use of ecological vehicles and also to increase the quality of services provided in bus transport with other requirements.

The paper also examines the interdependence between the share of ecological buses and the recalculated GDP per inhabitant in individual European countries. According to the correlation coefficient, it follows that there is a moderate degree of connection between the indicated indicators. However, other factors can influence the increase in the share of ecological buses, not only the economic development of the state, therefore another subject of research, e.g. through correlation and regression analysis, the impact of other factors and indicators on the share of ecological buses can be expressed. The cost-effectiveness of buses with conventional propulsion and alternative propulsion in connection with the increase in the price of diesel, electricity, operating costs and the comparison of the cost of a bus using diesel and an alternative source of propulsion may be the subject of further investigation.
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